
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Optimizing Auto-DR and Distributed Energy Resources for the Future Network 

 

The 4th Annual Demand Response & Distributed Energy Resources World 

Forum, October 11-12, 2017 in Costa Mesa, CA brings together stakeholders from across 

the DR / DER industry and internationally to examine the latest technology advances, 

case studies, and business strategies for optimizing demand response, energy efficiency, 

DER integration and control, and demand side management programs. The event will 

help utilities and C&I end users realize the full economic benefits of incorporating these capabilities into their 

operations, and leveraging the next-generation smart grid to optimize performance. 

 

Topics to be Addressed Include: 

• The evolving business model for the 21st Century energy provider 
• Integrating and controlling distributed energy resources 
• Refining market design to accommodate DERs 
• Regulatory and policy trends impacting DR and DER 
• DER standards and developments: towards unification 
• New technologies and strategies for maximizing demand response  

performance 
• Big Data analytics in optimizing DR, energy efficiency, and DER  

management 
• The role of electric vehicles and energy storage going forward 
• Tools and techniques for addressing the Duck Curve 
• And more! 
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Program Schedule 

Note: Subject to change.  Last updated  10-7-17 

 

DAY 1 – Wednesday, October 11, 2017 

7:15-8:15 am  Continental Breakfast 

8.15-8.30 am  Welcoming Comments 

• Doug Parker, Director of Distribution System Operator (DSO) Implementation, T&D Group, Southern California Edison  

8:30-9:00 am  Opening Keynote Address 

• Emilio Camacho, Chief of Staff, California Energy Commission 

9:00-10:15 am Session 1: DR / DER Market Trends, Business Drivers, and Success 

Strategies  

The concept of a utility “demand side” is disappearing fast as utilities recognize that the meter is just a tool; not a 
boundary. This panel will explore different strategies and tactics coming in program design and customer relationships. 

• Phil Davis, Vice President Planning & Partners, Sterling Energy Assets 

• Craig Wooster, Project Manager & General Contractor, Stone Edge Farm MicroGrid Project;  

                    CEO, Wooster Energy Engineering 

• Jim Cushman, Grid Technologies Specialist, Emerson Automation Solutions  

• Michael Robinson, Principal Adviser, Market Design, Midwest ISO 

10:15-10:45 am  Networking Coffee Break 

10:45-11:45 am  Session 2: The Role of Data in Delivering Next-Gen DR / DER Services 

Building a Products & Services Program to Better Serve Customers 

In an effort to better serve its customers, Entergy Corporation developing a program to enable its operating 
companies to choose the ideal portfolio of products and services, select the best regulatory strategy, and understand 
the generation, transmission and distribution planning impacts from these decisions.  This strategy relies on evaluating 
customers’ preferences and propensity to adopt various DER (PV, battery storage, EV charging, backup generation, EE, 
DR) and billing and payment options and utilizes a comprehensive set of analytics to develop new insights, commercial 
offerings, and capabilities for customers and the utility. This presentation will discuss the customer-centric business 
model of Entergy’s P&S program, the enhanced analytics that are leveraged throughout the process, the examination 
of potential financial and regulatory impacts, and our process for business model evolution. 
 

• Matt Dearmon, Manager, Product Development, Commercial Development & Innovation,  Entergy Corporation 

 

The Power of Data 
 
With the deployment of modern sensors and smart meters across the U.S., there are enormous quantities of energy-use 

data at our fingertips for the first time ever. Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) believes this data can revolutionize the 

grid, but only if people have access to data, as well as the tools needed to control their energy use and electricity bills. 

Illinois is making that a reality.  This presentation will highlight new guidelines for securely sharing and licensing energy 



 

data, called the Open Data Access Framework, which Illinois’ leading utilities have agreed to implement. These rules 

clarify the type of electricity data customers and authorized third parties have access to and how the data should be 

delivered. Furthermore, the Illinois Commerce Commission (ICC) recently approved an energy data-sharing program for 

Illinois’ largest electric utility, ComEd. The program allows companies and researchers access to anonymous energy-use 

data from ComEd’s nearly 4 million smart meters, which will encourage the development of energy-saving products and 

services designed to help Illinoisans save money. 

• Dick Munson, Director, Midwest Clean Energy, Environmental Defense Fund 
 

11:45 - 12:15 pm Session 3: Advanced DR / DER Technologies, Part 1   

SunDial DOE Project: Enabling High Penetration PV -- Using Buildings As Batteries  

The SunDial project will develop and demonstrate a highly scalable, integrated PV, storage, and facility load 

management solution. SunDial may potentially participate in ISO-level markets. Depending on market and regulatory 

framework, it may also sell directly to load-serving entities or engage in bi-lateral agreements with customers. SunDial 

has the potential to open up new business models for PV, energy storage, and controllable load assets and make these 

distributed assets more valuable to utilities as well as customers. By using buildings as batteries we reduce the size of 

the battery needed to mitigate the effects of grid scale high penetration PV.  

• Jim Boch, Chief Engineer, IPKeys 

12:15-1:15 pm  Networking Luncheon 

1:15-2:30 pm  Session 4: Advanced DR / DER Technologies, Part 2 

• Josh Rasin, Project Manager, Energy Strategy, Research & Development, Sacramento Municipal Utility District 

Leveraging Advanced DR / DER Shift vs Shed Technologies for Multiple Uses 

In a world of ever increasing renewable energy production, DERs and Demand Response may be actively called upon to 
shift load from traditional high-use periods to the times of day that experience greater renewable output. In California, 
the potential for these types of "shift" resources is expected to increase in the near future, with traditional "shed" DR 
resources losing some of their value. What are the opportunities for advanced technologies in providing these new 
products, and how can they be deployed cost-effectively for utilities, third party providers, and ratepayers? Can 
emerging efforts to integrate deployment and technology adoption between energy efficiency and demand response 
programs leverage these technologies for multiple uses? 

• Shelly Lyser, Senior Regulatory Analyst, California Public Utilities Commission 

 

Reality Bytes: Reconciling the Promise of Advanced Technologies for DR with Market Realities 

Advanced DR/DER technology has proven to unleash greater and more consistent demand response load impacts in 

California. However, automated control capabilities for DR are not widely adopted and remain underutilized by both 

manufacturers and industry technology solution providers. Communications protocols such as Open ADR exist, but most 

products are not sufficiently integrated with existing utility DR programs. In this presentation, we will identify recent 

innovative activities and suggest solutions for making it more convenient for customers to integrate DR with advanced 

building and DER technologies.  

• Kitty Wang, Senior Project Manager, Energy Solutions  

2:30-3:00 pm  Networking Coffee Break 

 



 

3:00-4:30 pm  Session 5: On the Horizon: Cloud-Managed Buildings - A 360° Perspective 

The role of the cloud in energy management services is relatively at its infancy, and its role and impact are still not very 
clear.  Emerging platforms offer cloud-based energy monitoring software, and an increasing number of equipment 
manufacturers are offering cloud-based diagnostics and support.  However a fully cloud-managed building has yet to be 
implemented.  Multiple questions remain: are cloud-managed buildings warranted? Are they economically viable? Will 
they pose a security threat? Will they present an advantage in supporting a 100% renewable grid and new energy 
markets?  

This session will present and discuss a 360° perspective of cloud-managed buildings including business, financing, 
technology, security and grid-support aspects.  The panel includes a case study of a first implementation of cloud-
managed buildings slated for deployment in 2018, funded by the California Energy Commission. Panelists consist of 
experts in energy management, energy investments, cyber security, demand response and transactive platforms. 

• Michel Kamel, CEO, MelRok 

• Anne Eisele, Director of Project & Energy Management, Pomona College 

• Mukesh Khattar, Technical Executive, Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Program,  

Electric Power Research Institute 

• Rahul Chopra, Senior Advisor, Energy Technologies Area, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory  

• Dr. Edward Cazalet, CEO and Founder, TeMix; Vice President, MegaWatt Storage Farms 

 

4:30-5.30 pm  Session 6: DER Siting for Transmission Planning Purposes   
    

While some demand side programs are captured in long term planning at present, it is anticipated in future DERs can 

have much more of an impact on long term forecasting at specific load buses for instance, varying load shapes and 

ultimately influence how future supply and demand side resources could be sited. If at ISO/RTO level we do not 

account for this DER appropriately we could end up with a transmission plan that overbuilds or under-builds as the case 

might be. There are likely other potential reliability issues associated with not accounting for DERs.  These could include 

impacts to stability study or PV/QV study results or approaches to these studies.  These could have reliability 

implications as well as result in model validation for MOD-033.  In addition depending upon the profile of the DER, the 

impact on peak needs to be considered as to the historical time period of the peak and in particular with solar the 

potential of shifting of the peak to later hours. 

• Ken Schuyler, President, PJM Environmental Information Services 

• Rao Konidena, Principal Advisor, Policy Studies, Midwest ISO 

• Garry Chinn, Transmission Planning and Interconnection, Southern California Edison 

 

5.30 – 6.30 pm  Drink Reception 

 

DAY 2 – Thursday, October 12, 2017 

8:00-9:00 am  Networking Breakfast 

9:00-10:15 am  Session 7: DR and Storage – The new DER 

• Adam Gerza, COO & VP Business Development, Energy Toolbase 

• Tim Swaney, Customer Success Manager, UtilityAPI  



 

 

10:15-10:45 am  Networking Coffee Break 

10:45-12:15 pm  Session 8: DR & DER in Transition  

Electric water heaters have been used by electric cooperatives as a load shedding application for several decades, 

utilizing one way paging or power line carrier technology. Due to the rapid deployment of wind and solar renewable 

energy in several regions of the US there are now times when excess renewable energy exists and wholesale energy 

prices can actually go negative or renewable energy production has to be curtailed to maintain reliability. This panel will 

discuss recent technology developments and use cases where electric water heaters can now be used as a cost effective 

thermal energy storage medium for excess renewable energy as well as provide capacity and ancillary services. Panel 

will also discuss the economic and policy aspects of utilizing electric water heaters as an energy storage medium.  

 

• Ross Malme, Principal, Skipping Stone 

• Paul Steffes, PE, President and CEO, Steffes 

• Conrad Eustis, Director-Retail Technology Strategy, Portland General Electric 

• Clint Caudle, President and Director of Software Development, Carina Technology 

 

12:15-1:15 pm  Networking Luncheon 

1:45-2:45 pm  Session 9: Meter as the Hub for DER Management 

• Jim Richardson, Director, Business Development, Landis+Gyr 

1:45-2:45 pm  Session 10: Autonomous Demand Management  

What can be done to change the shape of the “Duck Curve”?  Demand Reduction (DR) is basically “demand restriction” 
and although simple and relatively inexpensive to implement is has undesirable side effects, most notably affecting 
comfort. 
Autonomous Demand Management, in its simplest form, a “load controller” has been around since 1982.  Back then, 
there was a problem to solve, the utility put a rate structure in place to encourage behavior modification and  a small 
industry grew to meet the needs of the customer.  The utility won (lower demand), the customers won (lower bills), and 
a small industry won (sales revenue and jobs).  Fundamentally, many utilities have the same type of problem to solve, 
which is to figure out a way to motivate or cause their customers to have a more uniform demand.  With a more 
uniform demand, supply planning and forecasting are much easier and equipment and resource capacity are better 
utilized for a more efficient system. 
  
This case study shows that Autonomous Demand Management does work and work well. A population of 50 homes 
have been studied (with and without solar generation) and analyzed to show conclusively that it is possible to change 
the shape of the demand curve and do it in a way that doesn’t affect customer comfort.  In fact, done properly, the 
customer doesn’t know it’s being done. 
 

• Scott Scharli, Senior Planning Analyst, Salt River Project 

• Nick Wold, Director of Business Development, Inergy Systems 

 

2:45-3:15 pm  Networking Coffee Break 

 

 



 

 

3:15-4:15 pm  Session 11: Integrating Electric Vehicles as DERs 

Why Smart Charging? The Role of Smart EV Integration in Increasingly Renewable Grids  

When unmanaged, EVs can pose a burden to energy system operation by exacerbating mismatches between load and 

renewable generation and requiring extreme energy storage capacities to ensure uptake of renewable generation. 

When managed in response to grid conditions, however, EVs can be a uniquely effective resource at helping to manage 

renewable-based energy systems by 1) ensuring practical realization of projected emission benefits from deploying EVs 

and 2) reducing energy storage requirements to sustain high renewable penetration electricity systems. This 

presentation will present research results for the extent to which smart charging of EVs provides these benefits, along 

with practical aspects to be considered.  

• Dr. Brian Tarroja, Associate Manager, Sustainable Energy & Transportation, Advanced Power and Energy 

Program, UC Irvine 

 

Electric Vehicles as DERs 

An electric vehicle is most people's first introduction to "Smart Grid," "TOU Rate," "Demand Response" and related 
terminology and technologies. Electric vehicles are a unique, dispatchable load that can be leveraged for site level, 
distribution level, and wholesale electric system benefits. This presentation discusses results to date from the May 2017 
Honda SmartCharge Beta Program -- a V1G program with a driver smartphone app, back-end server, and vehicle 
telematics approach designed to schedule the charging of the customer's Fit EV. The SmartCharge system achieves the 
user's transportation needs while reducing the CO2 emissions associated with charging, increasing renewable energy in 
the charging mix, reducing the utility's cost of distributing energy to EVs, incorporating Demand Response calls, and 
participating in real-time wholesale markets.  Honda's electrification efforts are steeply ramping up, with a 2030 goal of 
2/3 of sales being HEVs, PHEVs, BEVs, and FCVs. 

• Ryan Harty, Manager of Connected and Environmental Business Development Office, 

American Honda Motor Co. 

 

Leveraging Open Standards to Meet Government Mandates & Electrification Goals 

Increasingly, cities and states are implementing stricter environmental regulations, and setting goals for fleet 
electrification and public charging infrastructure. To meet growing demand, utilities are turning towards de facto open 
standards like Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) for charger to central system communication and Automated Demand 
Response (OpenADR) as the new open model for interoperability. Such was the case when Eastern Washington’s leading 
utility, Avista Corp., was tasked with helping to meet the state’s “Electric Vehicle Action Plan” goals in 2016. These open 
standards allow electric vehicle assets to meet growing regulatory mandates, and the shift is providing system-wide 
value. 
 
This presentation discusses the importance of leveraging open standards to effectively integrate renewables, electric 
vehicles, and storage to meet and exceed government mandates. Thomas Ashley will cite the work his company has 
done with progressive utilities like Avista to incorporate EV infrastructure into the grid through open standards. This 
case study will serve as a proof-point for higher EV penetration, in a way that maximizes the utilization of existing grid 
assets and minimizes unnecessary distribution and capacity upgrades, providing the most value and benefits possible to 
all electric customers. 
 

• Tom Ashley, Senior Director of Government Affairs & Public Policy, Greenlots 



 

Official Host Utility 

 

Southern California Edison (or SCE Corp), the largest subsidiary of Edison 

International, is the primary electricity supply company for much of Southern 

California, USA. It provides 14 million people with electricity across a service 

territory of approximately 50,000 square miles. 

 

Silver Sponsors 

 Inergy Systems designs and manufactures fully integrated Energy 

Management and Power Control Systems which provide real-time meter 

precision monitoring, load scheduling, demand conservation, peak demand 

reduction and grid protection. With our affiliate Electrosem LLC we've been at developing and manufacturing energy 

control systems for over 30 years starting with our first generation demand controller (load controller) launched in 

1984. Smart PanelTM was launched in early 2014, representing our 5th generation system and includes a vast number 

of features that have been developed and improved over the years to benefit both the energy consumer and the 

utility provider. 

 IPKeys is a strategic partner in the Energy, Department of Defense (DoD), 

Federal and Municipal sectors, delivering expertise in the definition, 

development, integration, and deployment of Internet Protocol ("IP") 

technology and communications systems. IPKeys expertise includes wired and 

wireless wide area network design and integration, cyber security and the proven commercialized delivery of 

OpenADR certified DR and DER systems from servers (VTN) to consumers (VEN). 

 

Bronze Sponsors 

 

 MelRok LLC provides its patented Energy IoT Technology and Platform as a 

Service (PaaS) for commercial and industrial enterprises, energy service 

companies (ESCOs), OEMs and utilities. MelRok was born in Orange County, CA. MelRok is based out of Reno, NV, 

with engineering offices in Orange County, CA, and sales offices in Bentonville, AR, and Liverpool, UK. 

 
 

The OpenADR Alliance fosters the development, adoption, and compliance of the Open 

Automated Demand Response (OpenADR) standard through collaboration, education, training, testing, and cerfication. 

The OpenADR Alliance is open to all interested stakeholders interested in accelerating the adoption of the OpenADR 

standard for price- and reliability-based demand response. More information can be obtained at www.openadr.org.  

 

https://www.sce.com/
http://inergysystems.com/
http://www.ipkeys.com/
https://melrok.com/


 

Media Partners 

 

 Smart Grid Today's mission is to deliver daily, unbiased, comprehensive and original 

reporting on emerging trends, applications and policies driving the modern utility industry -- 

in a signature format our founders have developed over 40 years in the trade news business, 

featuring highly concise and easy-to-understand news copy based on trusted reporting, 

exclusive interviews, informed analysis and strategic insights that subscribers rely on to succeed every business day. Visit 

ww.smartgridtoday.com  to sign up for a 14-day, risk-free trial subscription.  

 

For well over a decade, Electric Energy T&D Magazine has worked to become the leading 

provider of the latest information, knowledge, and understanding of the electric industry as 

it applies to transmission and distribution across the globe.  

  

Navigant Research is a market research and consulting team that provides in-depth analysis 

of global clean technology markets. The team's research methodology combines supply-side 

industry analysis, end-user primary research and demand assessment, and deep examination 

of technology trends to provide a comprehensive view of these industry sectors. Visit www.navigantresearch.com.  

 

The Demand Response Free Library is a collection of articles, white papers, presentations and 

reports designed to keep you educated and informed about the Demand Response Industry. 

You may download any of the content in pdf form for your own use. The DR Library is 

operated by Skipping Stone, a privately held professional services company focused solely on 

energy markets. Skipping Stone works with clients across all segments of the energy industry 

around the globe. Learn more at www.skippingstone.com. 

 

The OSGP Alliance, founded in 2006 as the Energy Services Network Association (ESNA), is an 

independent global, not-for-profit association that promotes the adoption of the Open Smart 

Grid Protocol (OSGP) and related services and infrastructure for smart grid applications. 

Members include utilities, software, hardware and service providers, and solution integrators that share a common goal 

and vision for promoting open standards for energy demand side management, smart grid and smart metering systems. 

Visit www.osgp.org.  

  

The Environmental Defense Fund, a leading national nonprofit organization, creates 

transformational solutions to the most serious environmental problems. EDF links science, 

economics, law and innovative private-sector partnerships. Visit www.edf.org. 

 

 

 



 

Sample Attendee Feedback 

 

 

"Excellent dialog and exchange of thought. I liked the forward thinking and discussion of future directions."  
    -- Jack Peterson, Manager - Energy Operations Support, Southern California Edison  
 
"The event was well organized and extremely informative. I have already recommended it to colleagues."  
    -- Leigh Holmes, Manager of Utility Programs, EnerNOC, Inc. 
 
` "Good, well-organized event. Gave a good picture of today and tomorrow, and the issues and challenges. Good, 
relevant presentations with little or no advertorial presentation."  
    -- Terry Casey, CEO Europe, Intellastar  
 
"It was very interesting and I learned a lot. This is absolutely the best in the US so far."  
    -- Magnus Lindén, Senior Consultant, Energy Markets Group, Sweco Energuide 
 

 

"Very good selection of topics and speakers from different backgrounds and stakeholders. Excellent organization. Thank 
you!"  
    -- Dr. Toni Goeller, General Manager, MINcom Smart Solutions GmbH, Germany  
 
"Great contacts, presentations and information. Very useful!"  
    -- Charles (Ted) Witham, West Region Sales Director, Endpoint Automation, Cooper Power Systems by Eaton 
 

Conference Venue 

 

Hilton Orange County/Costa Mesa 

3050 Bristol St 

Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

(714)540-7000  |  Map & Directions 

 

 

Fly in for the World Forum and leave some time to explore all the 

action of Orange County. Play a round of golf at nearby Pelican Hill or Oak Creek golf courses. Check out exciting rides at 

Disneyland and Knott's Berry Farm. Cheer on the Angels at Anaheim Stadium and see the Anaheim Ducks heat up the ice 

at the Honda Center. Shop at exclusive boutiques, glide across the bay on a water taxi, or kick off your shoes and walk 

along the water's edge at the most beautiful beaches in California. For insider information on the local culture, 

attractions, restaurants, shopping, and events near the Hilton Orange County / Costa Mesa, click here. 

 

Sponsorship & Exhibition Opportunities 
 

Sponsorship of the Forum ensures that your technology solutions and expertise are positioned 

prominently to a range of international energy professionals interested in demand response 

and distributed energy resources management.  

 

This is a unique opportunity to target a key group of decision-makers, network managers, 

utility executives, investors, and energy providers who will be in attendance.   Sponsors receive 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hilton+Orange+County%2FCosta+Mesa/@33.68319,-117.886493,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x80dcdf18b1b99237:0x2e7454288ab833e3!8m2!3d33.68319!4d-117.8843043?hl=en
http://www.hiltonorangecounty.com/things-to-do-oc.aspx#costa-mesa-california-bowers-museum


 

a range of valuable exposure opportunities for highlighting their involvement in the Forum and maximizing their 

interaction with attendees. Prominent logo positioning on event website, Tabletop Exhibit space, and an opportunity to 

distribute corporate information to attendees are just a few benefits of sponsorship.  To receive full details, 

please contact us.  

About the Organizer 

The Smart Grid Observer is an online information portal and weekly e-newsletter serving the 

global smart grid industry. SGO delivers the latest news and information on a daily basis 

concerning key technology developments, deployment updates, standards work, business issues, and market trends 

driving the smart energy industry worldwide. The publication serves a global readership of executives and practitioners 

in the electric power generation, transmission, and distribution industry. For a free subscription, click here. Recent 

sponsors of SGO programs include: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Registration 

 

Register securely online at   www.drworldforum.com/register.htm  

Standard Registration………………………….…….$1,295.00 

Government, Academic, & Non-Profit…………..$995.00 
 

For questions or additional information, contact  

Daniel Coran, Program Manager 

+1-815-310-3343 or info@drworldforum.com 

file:///C:/Users/dcoran/Desktop/New%20Meetings/DRWF%202017/Website/contact.htm
http://www.smartgridobserver.com/
http://www.smartgridobserver.com/newsletter.htm
http://www.drworldforum.com/register.htm
mailto:info@drworldforum.com

